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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST

The following is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KTFD-DT, Denver, Colorado along with  the
most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of July 1, 2016 through September 30, 2016. The listing is
by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE TIME DURATION NARRATION OF TYPE/ DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SEGMENT 

ECONOMY Perspectiva Nacional 7/10/2016 6AM 6:00
Congress approved the controversial Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act, also known
as PROMESA, its acronym in English.  We discuss in more detail the impact and repercussions of this rescue plan,
with economist Isaac Cohen.

ECONOMY Perspectiva Nacional 7/17/2016 6AM 6:00
We discuss with Hector Barreto, CEO of The Latino Coalition, the challenges to small and medium Hispanic
businesses.  Hispanic business owners are concerned about Donald Trump's anti-immigrant speech.  Mr. Barreto
also shares important information for those interested in opening or expanding their business.

EDUCATION Perspectiva Nacional 9/11/2016 6AM 8:00

With the school year beginning for millions of children and teenagers, we address the issue of bullying.  We discuss
the reasons it happens, what the red flags are that can help parents detect it and how they can help their children
cope with it.  We interview psychologist, Gaby Romero and Rosa Berrocal, Deputy Director of the Oyster-Adams
Bilingual School, to discuss this issue further.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
LEARNING ISSUES PSA July/Aug/Sept 167 :30

In the U.S., one in five children struggles with a learning and/or attention issue.  This campaign stems from the idea
that parents can sense when their children are struggling but may not know why or what to do. By demonstrating the
realities that children with learning and attention issues face daily, the campaign aims to increase the number of
parents who are actively helping and seeking help for their kids. Parents are encouraged to visit Understood.org, a
comprehensive, free online resource that empowers parents through personalized support, daily access to experts
and specially designed tools to help the millions of children with learning and attention issues go from simply coping
to truly thriving.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
HIGH SCHOOL PSA July/Aug 34 :30

More than 29 million adults in the U.S. do not have a high school diploma. Data shows that adults without a diploma
tend to work multiple jobs in the least stable positions, earn less money than high school graduates, and experience a
lower quality of life.  The High School Equivalency campaign seeks to combat this critical issue by encouraging those
without a high school diploma to take the first steps toward a better future and sign up for free adult education classes
in their area.  The "Skip the Drama" campaign highlights how not having a high school credential can cause
unnecessary drama.  The PSAs direct audiences to visit FinishYourDiploma.org, where they can find free literacy
centers and adult education classes, learn the basics of earning a high school equivalency, and hear real stories from
people who have successfully completed classes and finished their high school diploma. Launched in 2010, the
campaign has already helped more than 780,000 adults find free adult education classes in their area. 

Denver Preschool/Aug-Dec
2016 PSA Sept 3 :30 PSA is about Preschool awareness, by allowing our children to attend a preschool program, research has showed

they will advance in life.

EMPLOYMENT Perspectiva Nacional 9/18/2016 6AM 4:00 We address the issue of sexual harassment at the work place.  Criminalist lawyer, Joseph Malouf, talks about
behaviors that are considered sexual harassment, why many victims do not report it and what to do in these cases.
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HEALTH Perspectiva Nacional 7/10/2016 6AM 9:00
We speak with Pierre Priale, criminal lawyer and Marie Ann Benitez of the National Latina Institute for Reproductive
Health.  Our discussion revolves around the Supreme Court overturning a law imposing restrictions on abortion clinics
in Texas and what impact this will have in other states.

HEALTH Perspectiva Nacional 8/14/2016 6AM 6:00
The Zika virus caused by an infected mosquito, has arrived in the United States.  We have on the show Dr. Elmer
Huerta to explain about this disease and the best way to prevent the infection.  We also discuss why it is necessary
for Congress to approve the necessary funds to combat the disease.

HEALTH Perspectiva Nacional 8/21/2016 6AM 6:00
Senior citizens are now living longer than ever before in history.  Doctor Yanira Cruz is our guest on Perspectiva
Nacional to discuss some major problems that the younger generation must be prepared to face as they grow older.
She explains the major problems and how to best avoid them.

HEALTH Perspectiva Nacional 8/28/2016 6AM 6:00
We interviewed Gloria Sanchez, spokesperson for the Food and Drug Administration, to talk about the modern
medical devices available to help people fight obesity and other health issues.  She explains the variety of devices
approved by the FDA and which people may benefit from using them.

Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc/Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc

PSA July/Aug/Sept 274 :30

Making a healthy decision can be difficult at times. Selective schools volunteered in a program to help kids
understand that the use of marijuana can be dangerous for their brain development.  The use of recreational
marijuana is illegal for underage individuals. If you would like more information in regards to this program and the
dangers of marijuana, please visit goodtoknowcolorado.com, sponsored by Cynthia H. Coffman and Department of
Colorado.  

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
AUTISM PSA July/Aug/Sept 94 :30

Today, one in 68 children is diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder, a nearly 30 percent increase in the last two
years.  The Autism Awareness campaign public service announcements, created by volunteer agencies BBDO New
York and LatinWorks, take audiences through the perspective of a child into an imaginative world to illustrate the
signs of autism.  The PSAs encourage parents of young children to visit AutismSpeaks.org/Signs to learn the signs of
autism early, because seeking help can lead to better lifelong outcomes. 

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
CHILD ORAL HEALTH PSA July/Aug/Sept 73 :30

The PSAs aim to show parents that spending just two minutes, twice a day making sure their children brush could
help save them from a lifetime of tooth pain. Because two minutes is such a short amount of time for such an
important part of parenting, the new PSAs feature parents trying--and struggling--to squeeze other parenting lessons
into so little time. These scenes suggest that while most parenting is hard, making sure your kids brush for two
minutes, twice a day is one aspect that's easier. Parents are directed to 2min2x.org, where they can find fun two
minute videos that kids can watch while brushing. 
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House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
DIABETES PSA July/Aug/Sept 87 :30

More than one in three American adults have prediabetes and are at high risk of developing type 2 diabetes, a
serious health condition that can lead to heart attack and stroke.  In the first-ever national prediabetes awareness
campaign, new PSAs assert that no matter how busy life may be, no one is excused from prediabetes. The campaign
encourages people to learn their risk of type 2 diabetes by taking a short online test at DoIHavePrediabetes.org,
which also features information about prediabetes as well as lifestyle programs and tips to help people reverse their
risk.

House Denver/DRUG FREE
KIDS PSA July/Aug/Sept 86 :30

There comes a point where screams and yells become silent, if you suspect that your child is using drugs or is on
drugs. There is a better form of communication with him or her. Visit drugfree.org, where you will find the tools,
counseling and help. Drug Free Kids. 

House Denver/MAJOR
LEAGUE BASEBALL
"POTENTIAL" PSA

PSA July/Aug/Sept 107 :30 Every child deserves the opportunity to dream. United against cancer.  Let's support the 163,000 children diagnosed
with cancer every year. Visit standuptocancer.org

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 7/3/2016 6AM 9:00 Luis Paoli and Simon Sandoval, both immigration experts, analyze the decision the Supreme Court made on DACA
and DAPA.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 7/3/2016 6AM 14:00
We interviewed Clarissa Martinez of the National Council of La Raza and Gustavo Torres, from CASA Organization.
As pro-immigrant activists, they analyze the Supreme Court ruling on DACA and DAPA and the affects it is having on
undocumented immigrants.  We also talk about President Barack Obama's legacy on immigration.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 8/14/2016 6AM 8:00
The Department of Homeland Security modified a rule that benefits thousands of undocumented immigrants who are
subject to the "punishment of ten years."  Immigration lawyers Jose Pertierra and Ivan Yacub explain the rule, its
benefits and the application process.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 8/24/2016 Various :30

Women asylum seekers held with their children at the Berks County Residential Center in Pennsylvania say they
have been "pushed to suspend" a two-week long hunger strike due to threats from immigration officials.  The 22
mothers who refused meals in protest of their indefinite detention say they were told that their health is weak, the
government will take their children from them and send them to jails for adults.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 8/28/2016 6AM 8:00

It is DACA's fourth anniversary and we discuss why so many young adults have not taken advantage of the benefits
that DACA has to offer.  We discuss with Simon Sandoval, an immigration attorney and Ambar Pinto, a representative
from United We Dream Action the benefit of applying for DACA and the constant fear among Hispanics that the
immigration relief will no longer exist in the future.
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IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 8/30/2016 Various :30

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit on Monday denied asylum to the women from Honduras, Guatemala
and Ecuador, saying their fears of facing violence at home are not credible.  Judge D. Brooks Smith writes in the
decision the justices are "sympathetic to the plight" of the petitioners, but he says the women arrived in the country
surreptitiously and are not entitled to constitutional protection.  The women crossed the U.S. border in Texas but are
being held at the Berks County Residential Center in Pennsylvania.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 9/4/2016 6AM 9:00

Even though the Justice Department announced that it will stop using private prisons, the government still provides
millions of dollars to the Corrections Corporation of America to build a center for undocumented women and children.
Hector Sanchez, President of the National Hispanic Leadership Agenda, and immigration lawyer, Xavier Racine
speak on the issue of the deplorable conditions in immigration detention centers.  

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 9/18/2016 6AM 6:00
We interviewed Ambassador of Mexico to the White House, Carlos Sada Solana.  He explains the reasons that led
Mexico's government to invite candidates, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.  He speaks on the most important
issues of bilateral relations and what Mexico should do to protect its nationals in the United States.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 7/10/2016 6AM 8:00

Fifteen days before the Republican convention in Cleveland, Ohio, Donald Trump tries to moderate his tone and
present himself as a more presidential candidate.  However,  polls show Hillary Clinton leading in the presidential
race.  We interview Melisa Diaz, Democratic analyst and Israel Ortega, Republican analyst, for further discussion.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/14/16 Various :30 Indiana Governor Mike Pence accepted Donald Trump's invitation to be his running mate on the Republican

presidential ticket, saying he was pleased to "run and serve as vice president of the United States.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/16/16 Various :30

Donald Trump presented his running mate Mike Pence to the nation, hailing the Indiana governor as his "first choice"
and "my partner in the campaign."  He left no doubt in a sometimes awkward event that Pence's role will surely be as
sidekick to him.  Trump lauded Pence's personal character and conservative credentials.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 7/17/2016 6AM 8:00

We analyze the latest developments in the electoral scene:  The FBI's decision to exonerate Hillary Clinton for her
handling of emails with classified information during her tenure as Secretary of State; President Barack Obama
campaigns with her in North Caroline, a first; the controversy over the alleged anti-Semitism of Donald Trump and the
second meeting between the magnate and Republican congressional members.  We speak with Jose Fuentes
Agostini, a Republican analyst and Jose Parra, Democratic analyst.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/18/16 Various :30

The Republican Convention begins today in Cleveland, Ohio.  There are worries about protests and violence outside
the hall and what Trump delegates inside the hall m might do, though the insurgent delegates seem pretty much
defeated.  No one knows what Donald Trump might do or say, although Republican leadership is working hard to put
on a good show.
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2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/19/16 Various :29

Donald Trump's home delegation of New York put him over the top, and he officially became the Republican Party's
presidential nominee.  The official nomination came on the second day of what has been a rocky start to the
convention.  An effort Monday to protest Trump's candidacy on the convention floor fell short, but not before images
of chaos unseen in recent conventions played out on live television.  That preceded prime-time speeches headlined
by Melania Trump, who is accused of plagiarizing lines from Michelle Obama's 2008 speech at the Democratic
National Convention.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/21/16 Various :30

Donald Trump gave his official acceptance speech to the nomination on the final night of the Republican National
Convention in Cleveland.  He addressed several topics including the economy, foreign policy and his Democratic
rival, Hillary Clinton.  He also spoke about his plans to combat the Islamic State group and reiterated his plans to
build a border wall and end illegal immigration.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/22/16 Various :30

Hillary Clinton named Senator Tim Kaine of Virginia to be her running mate.  Kaine has working-class roots and is
fluent in Spanish, traits that she believes can bolster her chances to defeat Donald Trump in November.  She made
the announcement via text message to supporters, and came after her advisers spent months pouring over potential
vice-presidential candidates who could lift the Democratic ticket in an unpredictable race against Donald Trump.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/24/16 Various :30

Debbie Wasserman Schultz announced her resignation as chairwoman of the Democratic National Committee at the
end of the party's convention.  The Florida congresswoman's, pressured by top Democrats, is resigning amid the
release of leaked emails that show DNC staffers favoring Hillary Clinton over Bernie Sanders in the party's 2016
primary contest.  She remains committed to seeing Hillary Clinton elected president.  She talked with President
Obama and Mrs. Clinton before making her announcement.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 7/24/2016 6AM 8:00

We talk about Donald Trump's selection for vice president, the impact that Bernie Sanders' support is having on the
Hillary Clinton campaign, the strategy of Congressional Republicans continuing to question her credibility with her
email servers and how the Republican Party prepares to crown Donald Trump as its presidential candidate.  We
interview Rocio Velez, Republican analyst and Jennifer Molina of the liberal Center for American Progress.  

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 07/28/16 Various :30

Hillary Clinton will formally accept the Democratic nomination at the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia,
making her the first woman to lead a major party in a presidential race.  She seeks to unite Democrats after a
fractious primary against Bernie Sanders.  Supporters of Bernie Sanders are protesting his treatment by the party
even as he appeals for Democrats to unify and defeat Republican Donald Trump.
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2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 7/31/2016 6AM 23:00

In an interview with Helen Aguirre Ferre, we discuss the Republican party's unity and Donald Trump's strategy and
the importance of the Latino vote.  We also interview Arturo Vargas from NALEO and Hector Sanchez from NHLA
and get their opinion on Donald Trump and the Republican convention.  We discuss Donald Trump's choice for vice
president.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 8/7/2016 6AM 23:00

Our discussion focused on various aspects of the presidential race.  We interviewed several leaders representing the
Hispanic community in different capacities, and spoke on the differences the Hispanic vote could make in the 2016
presidential election, compared to past elections and what the outcome may be in November.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 8/14/2016 6AM 9:00

We talked about Hillary Clinton's and Donald Trump's campaigns, and what will happen with Bernie Sanders
supporters, the chaos inside the Republican party and the Donald Trump attacks to the Khan family.  We interviewed
Democratic analyst Federico de Jesus and Republican analyst Alfonso Aguilar to further discuss these issues.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 8/21/2016 6AM 9:00

Our discussion centered on the political scene with controversial remarks from Donald Trump in regards to the
second amendment, interpreted as a suggestion to murdering the Democratic candidate, the letter signed by 50
Republican leaders indicating that they will not support Trump, ex-CIA agent Evan McMullin announcing his bid for
presidency and the new email scandals surrounding the Hillary Clinton campaign.  Our guests were Democratic
analyst, Melisa Diaz and Republican analyst Jose Fuentes Agostini.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 8/21/2016 6AM 8:00

We discuss the continued efforts Hispanic organizations are doing to promote the Latino vote.  We also talk about the
15 states that are trying to impose restrictions  on the voting rights of minority groups, among them Hispanics.
Clarissa Martinez from the National Council of La Raza and Susana Flores, speaker for the "DILES QUE VOTEN"
organization explain their efforts, the restrictions by the 15 states and the importance of registering to vote.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 08/21/16 Various :30

It is unknown on whether Donald Trump would implement the controversial deportation force he promised during the
Republican presidential primary.  His campaign manager suggested the candidate's proposal of forcibly removing the
approximately 11 million immigrants living in the U.S. without permission may be off the table.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 08/24/16 Various :30

Over the past week, Donald Trump has shown signs of changing his view on the mass deportation of the estimated
11 million undocumented immigrants in the U.S.  In an interview, Trump said he would consider changing aspects of
immigration law as it relates to people who immigrated to the U.S. illegally but have not otherwise broken the law.
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2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 8/28/2016 6AM 9:00

Discussions centered on the presidential campaigns such as the impact of staff changes in the Donald Trump
campaign, the FBI interrogation notes given to Congress regarding Hillary Clinton's emails.  Republican Juan
Hernandez explains his decision to support libertarian presidential candidate Gary Johnson.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 08/31/16 Various :30

Donald Trump, made a last-minute trip to Mexico as his first visit with a world leader after becoming the Republican
presidential nominee.  President Peña Nieto began his remarks in Mexico City alongside Donald Trump by saying the
two held a constructive exchange of views even though they might not agree on everything.  He then explained in
detail the U.S.-Mexican trade.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN UniMás News Briefs 09/01/16 Various :30

A group of Hispanic faith and business leaders feel they have been betrayed after hearing Donald Trump's long
awaited speech on immigration, after they had been advising Donald Trump, often in the face of criticism from their
own communities.  Donald Trump had given them the impression that he was prepared to soften his stance on
immigration with the intention to boost his standing with Hispanics and other minorities.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/4/2016 6AM 14:00

Political analysts, Carlos Manuel Indacochea and Juan Carlos Hidalgo speak about the presidential campaigns.  They
also highlight Donald Trump's change in position on mass deportations.  An interview with Democratic vice
presidential candidate, Tim Kaine, relates his views on immigration, education, and minimum wage and also touches
on the email scandal surrounding Hillary Clinton.  

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/11/2016 6AM 9:00

We interviewed Republican analyst, Rocio Velez, and Democrat analyst, Federico de Jesus.  We discussed the latest
on the presidential campaigns from Donald Trump's visit to Mexico to the results of recent surveys regarding Hillary
Clinton.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/11/2016 6AM 6:00

We spoke with Christopher Wilson, Deputy Director of the Mexico Institute at Woodrow Wilson Center in regard to
Donald Trump's unexpected visit to Mexico.  We also discuss the intentions and results of Mexico's President Enrique
Peña Nieto meeting with Donald Trump.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/18/2016 6AM 9:00 We discuss and analyze the outstanding events of the presidential campaigns.  We also discuss the "Commander in

Chief forum" further with Democrat analyst, Fernando Treviño and Republican analyst, Carlos Mercader.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/18/2016 6AM 4:00

Congressman Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) talks about how Congress is working on two major issues on the legislative
agenda, the national budget and funding for the Zika virus.  Mr. Gutierrez also speaks about the law passed by
Congress to help resolve Puerto Rico facing economic crisis.  
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2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/25/2016 6AM 9:00

We discuss the latest developments in the presidential campaigns regarding the health of the candidates and how it
could affect the presidential race.  Our guests on the show are the Director of communication for Hispanic Media for
the RNC, Helen Aguirre Ferre and Gabriela Lemus, Democratic strategist.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN Perspectiva Nacional 9/25/2016 6AM 8:00

Organizations promoting registration of Hispanic voters are not getting the necessary funds to increase the base of
Latino voters.  Ben Monterroso, Executive Director of "Mi Familia Vota" tells how despite the lack of resources, the
number of Hispanics who have registered to vote in this election is high.

PUBLIC SAFETY UniMás News Briefs 7/2/2016 Various :30 Due to recent terrorists threats including some from suspected ISIS supported in the U.S., there is heightened
security this Fourth of July.  Millions of travelers flying during the holiday will 

PUBLIC SAFETY Perspectiva Nacional 7/24/2016 6AM 9:00

Studies show significant racial disparities in the justice system in the U.S.  The recent deaths of black men shot by
police officers in Louisiana and Minnesota sparked riots in Dallas, Texas, resulting in five policemen being killed and
nine people being injured.  These riots generated numerous protests nationwide.  We speak further on this topic with
Gustavo Torres, Executive Director of the organization CASA and criminal lawyer Joseph Malouf.

PUBLIC SAFETY Perspectiva Nacional 7/24/2016 6AM 6:00

In the last 20 years it is estimated that some 600,000 people have died in the world due to natural disasters, which
also have an estimated economic cost of two trillion dollars.  The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
launched the campaign "Sendai Sete" which aims to reduce the number of deaths from weather calamities in the next
seven years.  Daniel Llagués, FEMA spokesman, gives us tips to avoid these misfortunes.

Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc/Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc

PSA July/Aug/Sept 131 :30

2016 marks the 50th anniversary of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act, which required seat belts in automobiles. In
recognition of that anniversary, Colorado's Department of Transportation is launching a six-month campaign,
statewide, to talk about the dangers of not being buckled. The campaign, titled "Beware the Beltless" is an intense
reminder of how important it is for vehicle occupants to buckle up.

Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc/Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc

PSA July/Aug/Sept 112 :30
A utility line is damaged every six minutes in America because someone decided to dig without making a call to 811
to learn the approximate location of buried utilities in their area. Colorado 811's "Call Before You Dig" campaign
reminds Coloradans of the dangers of digging without first finding out what lies below.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
CHILD SAFETY PSA July/Aug/Sept 33 :30

“The Right Seat,” a campaign in English and Spanish that encourages proper installation and use of car and booster
seats. Directed towards parents and caregivers, the campaign helps match children ages 0-12 with the right car seat
for their age and size and promotes the NHTSA’s best practices for car safety.
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House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
EMERGENY PREP PSA July/Aug/Sept 89 :30

From hurricanes and floods to wildfires and earthquakes, Americans have experienced natural and man-made
disasters, yet only 20% claim to be very prepared for the next. PSA is to help everyone ensure they have and
effective household emergency plan for preparedness.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
PROJECT ROADBLOCK PSA July/Aug/Sept 111 1:00

To raise awareness around the dangers of impaired driving, the Ad Council, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) and the Television Bureau of Advertising (TVB) teamed up for the tenth year of "Project
Roadblock."  Broadcast TV stations across the United States will air our Buzzed Driving PSAs. The PSAs underscore
the financial consequences of impaired driving, up to $10,000 in fines, legal fees and increased insurance rates, and
also emphasize for all viewers that buzzed driving is drunk driving.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
TEXTING & DRIVING PSA July/Aug/Sept 45 :30

One million people chat and text while driving each day. People feel pressure to remain in constant contact, even
when behind the wheel. What drivers do not realize are the dangers posed when they take their eyes off the road and
their hands off the wheel, and focus on activities other than driving. 

CHILDREN'S HEALTH AND
SAFETY Perspectiva Nacional 9/25/2016 6AM 6:00

We discuss the several cases of child abuse that have occurred in different states.  We discuss why Hispanic parents
are often accused of child abuse.  Social worker for Latin American Youth Center, Lisa Castillo explains what
situations parents should avoid so they don't have to face losing custody of their children.

VIOLENCE AND POLICE
BEHAVIOR UniMás News Briefs 7/10/2016 Various :30

Tensions flared in cities across the country as protesters took over streets and highways in the wake of two fatal
office-involved shootings in Louisiana and Minnesota.  Demonstrators marched throughout the streets causing a shut
down of the roadway despite police efforts to stop them.  The protest devolved into confusion as some protesters
detonated fireworks and threw rocks at the police, causing injury to at least five of the officers.

VIOLENCE AND POLICE
BEHAVIOR UniMás News Briefs 7/11/2016 Various :30 The ambush that left five Dallas law enforcement officers dead and seven more injured was a "well planned, well-

thought out, evil tragedy" by alone suspected gunman who was a former Army reservist. 

VIOLENCE AND POLICE
BEHAVIOR UniMás News Briefs 7/17/2016 Various :30

Three police officers were fatally shot in Baton Rouge and three others were wounded according the officials
described as a fusillade of dozens of shots.  While there was confusion as to why Alton Sterling was shot while he
was pinned to the ground.  Police have said the officers, who were white, thought Sterling, who was black, was
reaching for a gun.
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WAR ON TERROR Perspectiva Nacional 7/17/2016 6AM 9:00

The recent attacks in Turkey, Bangladesh, Iraq and Saudi Arabia that claimed the lives of hundreds of innocent
people in one week, makes us wonder if the Islamic state is gaining ground or are the attacks the result of the
desperation of their leaders trying to cover up their loss of territory they control.  We discuss the recent ISIS plot in
Washington DC with Emilio Viano and Roger Pardo-Maurer, both experts on security issues.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
FORECLOSURE PREVENT PSA July/Aug/Sept 82 :30

Some individuals who may have problems in paying for their mortgage can become paralyzed in regards to the
situation. Petrified in not knowing what to do, deciding on doing nothing. However those who do something and act on
it, have a possibility of having a better resolution. Making homes affordable program, is free provided from the
government with real help and real results. Please call 1-888-995-4673 for additional information.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
HUNGER PREVENT PSA July/Aug 84 :30

The new Child Hunger PSAs highlight how food banks work collaboratively with their communities to bring surplus
food to children and families in need, including working with farmers, grocery workers, food bank employees and
volunteers. The new campaign, which includes television, radio, print, outdoor and digital PSAs, is an extension of the
Hunger Prevention campaign, first launched in 2008.
Additionally, a supportive PSA effort promotes the Summer Food Service Program, a service administered by many
Feeding America food banks across the country, which provides children who rely on subsidized meals during the
school year with free and nutritious meals over the summer. The campaign draws attention to the fact that, "summer
isn't fun when you're hungry" and encourages parents to visit feedingamerica.org/summer meals to find free meals for
their children through their local Feeding America food bank.

Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc/Colorado Broadcasters
Assoc

PSA July 10 :30

This year's "Hire for Colorado" campaign sends a powerful message about Colorado's workforce.  Workforce Centers
provide a variety of free services to assist employers and job seekers alike. Services include job listings, career
counseling & training, recruitment of workers, pre-screening and referral services and tax credits and training
reimbursement for employers to name a few. 

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
NATURE PSA July/Aug/Sept 17 :30

While more than 245 million Americans live within 100 miles of a national forest or grassland, research shows there is
a lack of connection between people and nature, particularly with children. This decline is especially prevalent among
Hispanics, given that only 50% of Hispanic youth participate in outdoor recreation, compared to 62% of youth overall.
The Discovering Nature campaign's Spanish language segment features real Hispanic families as they escape from
the stress of their daily lives in a journey to the forest. The call-to-action directs audiences to visit
DescubreElBosque.org where they can find a nearby forest, and activities to do once they get there.
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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST

The following is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KTFD-DT, Denver, Colorado along with  the
most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of July 1, 2016 through September 30, 2016. The listing is
by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE TIME DURATION NARRATION OF TYPE/ DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SEGMENT 

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-
RECYCLING PSA July 9 1:00

Since 2010, 63 percent of the population has had access to curbside recycling; yet recycling rates are still surprisingly
low.  In fact, only 34.5 percent of the 251 million tons of trash Americans generated that year was recycled or
composted.  In an Ad Council survey, 62 percent of Americans admitted they were not avid recyclers.  To improve
these rates, the Ad Council teamed up with Keep America Beautiful and San Francisco-based ad agency Pereira &
O’Dell to launch the I Want To Be Recycled campaign.  This playful and powerful campaign personifies everyday
recyclable objects, allowing plastic bottles, steel cans and more to share their dreams of a different life.

House Denver/NATIONAL
PARK FOUNDATION PSA July 80 :30

The National Park Service turns 100 on August 25, 2016, and everyone can take part in the celebration! The
centennial will kick off a second century of stewardship of America's national parks and engaging communities
through recreation, conservation, and historic preservation programs. We invite you to find your park and discover the
national parks and programs in your own backyard!

House Denver/NATIONAL
FAIR HOUSING ALLIANCE PSA Sept 1 1:00 PSA message is about giving the opportunity to U.S. residents to fair housing, to provide children with better choices

such as food, education and safe neighborhoods.


